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Start writing your own emotional will. Do it solo or get together
with your peers for tea, laughs, reminiscing and a discussion of
the words you’d like to leave the ones you love. Penning your
thoughts, wishes, memories, and affirmation of your love is a way
to share intangible treasures with generations to come.
By Rachel Chan

etting ready for the end of life is not
macabre. It’s practical. Just as you would
have no qualms about making a legal will,
you can achieve a lightness of being by leaving
something more precious than material possessions.
Described by the Lien Foundation as an
emotional will, it’s an encouragement to bare the
soul, reveal the essence of ourselves, and to share
comfort and wisdom, beliefs and philosophies,
secrets and reminders.
Do it your way – handwritten, printed, or
recorded to be edited as and when necessary.
And when you are done with yours, perhaps you
can help older members of the family put their
emotional will together. For many, it’s a cathartic,
cleansing experience as feelings tumble out with the
jogging of memories.
As an example, the Lien Foundation shares
the experience of a man after his mother’s death,
finding a cassette tape addressed to him. Playing
the tape brings back his mother’s voice with her
recollection of what (like a typical Asian parent)
she had never shared with her children – her life
experiences, values that she lived by, favourite
recipes and song, ending with a “short message of
love and hope for each of us.”
By talking about the end of life, we are reminded
to enjoy the moment – right here, right now! In
that spirit, the Lien Foundation, in partnership
with NEXT, organised an intimate Rose Party at
TCC for an exchange of views... and excuse to
snack. Everyone agreed it was a good idea to leave
the family (and friends too) with personal words.
Someone suggested using a quill pen, another an
iPad, and others preferred to record their voices.
Safekeep your emotional
will in a pretty box.
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Our guests included volunteer extraordinaire
Dincy Lim, looking closer to 60 than her real age,
78 who wanted most of all to pass on her love for
Jesus to her children.
“I do not feel that death is the end of everything.
There’s no fear in death as far as I am concerned
because my hope is in Jesus. For me, death is just a
transition from here to eternity. To make children
sit down and talk about things is impossible. I love
to collect my thoughts and just write it down so
they’ll be forced to read it,” Dincy shared.
At the other end of the age spectrum was jewellery
designer Serene Wong, 34, whose eyes watered
when she talked about her late relatives.
“It’s definitely made me more aware of our
mortality. We shouldn’t take a lot of things
for granted. This emotional will is not just
for immediate family members but for future
generations to know you as a person,” Serene
explained.
Her mother, nurse manager Jasmine Wong, 59,
said, “For me in my line of work, I help patients and
relatives face death. I find that we ourselves can get
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Goh Poh Gek

From left: Jasmine Wong;
Serene Wong; and moderator,
Diana Woo

caught up with all the demands of work. We don’t
take time to write down what we feel.”
Goh Poh Gek, 56, a financial consultant, said,
“This is the first time I have heard of an emotional
will. We all move along with life stages and changes.
It is important for us to reconcile with people.
I actually call this a living will. This will create a
platform for me to share bad or good experiences.”
Sng-Fun Poh Yoke, 57, Senior Lecturer with Ngee
Ann Polytechnic’s School of Film & Media Studies
said, “A lot of us don’t leave behind instructions
on what to do with our money. Worse still, we
don’t even leave behind something that our friends,
children and relatives will remember us by”.
Echoing her views, retired teacher Yoong Yin
Kunalan, aged 70, revealed that she would like to
share how she grew up with her three daughters –
“Each of us has a background that makes us behave
in a certain way. If they understand that, maybe they
can understand me better.”
Her husband, famous sprinter and retired teacher,
C Kunalan, also 70, agreed. “I think everyone
should consider an emotional
will. I don’t think it’s just a
Western concept. I am glad
that we got together and
started on this.”
To add fun and creativity,
we were each given silver
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letters to add our names to a handsome lacquered
box to hold our emotional will. Organise your own
Rose Party. The purpose is to help each other decide
what’s worth passing on, and to make an occasion
of it.
Pen your own emotional will (for a guide, see emo-will questions
on pg 34-35) and mail or email it to us. The best one wins a $500
Raffles Hotel dining voucher from the Lien Foundation. Five more
entries selected for notable mention will each receive a $200
Raffles Hotel dining voucher.
Address it to:
NEXT Rose Party – Emo Wills
Robinson Road Post Office
P.O. Box 189
Singapore 900339
or email: rachelchan@ntucmedia.org.sg
Extracts from winning emotional will entries and photos of winners
will be featured in NEXT magazine.
Download the emotional wills from www.lifebeforedeath.com and
or email talk@lifebeforedeath.com for a printed copy.
Closing date: 20 October 2011

